Natural sciences evolve in a cyclic manner: research results first lead to a thesis, additional, more refined measurements often show, that also the antithesis should be considered. Research dealing with natural amino acids is an excellent example of this kind of evolution of results and ideas. First, it has been established that proteins are polymers of amino acids, secondly (to a great surprize of scientists) it turned out that natural amino acids occur only as one enantiomer (L-), which led to the concept of "biological homochirality" (E. Fisher, end 1800-early-1900), third, evolution in analytical methods showed that some living organisms do contain also the opposite (D-) enantiomers of amino acids. It turned out later (last two decades) that this is a fairly general phenomenon and D-amino acids are present in many (perhaps all) living organisms. This turning point was characterized by a decision made by scientists at the 1st Interdisciplinary Symposium on Biological Homochirality (1998, Serramazzoni, Italy), to change name, using instead of "Homochirality" only "Chirality" in the name of the future meetings.

Analytical results on the presence of D-amino acids in many living organisms raised the question whether these are only "contaminations" of these species or have definite biological role. The answer came step-by-step: first it has been discovered that these D-enantiomers have a role in defense mechanisms (cell wall, venoms) as agents which are "alien" to other organisms, soon after it has been found, that D-amino acids have also other specific biological roles, one could say behind the large quantities of the L-enantiomers a "subculture" of the D-isomers is present, acting to solve well-defined biochemical tasks. These results induced research in enzymology leading to the discovery of several enzymes producing or metabolizing D-amino acids.

Today, we can say, a new field has been evolved: the chemistry and biochemistry of D-amino acids. The Editors of the present book are leading personalities of the efforts to obtain and interpret that enormous amount of work, which had been done to arrive to this paradigm change.

There were some earlier efforts to account for the scienticid development concerning D-amino acids (e.g. 1-6) and related enzymology (e.g. 7-10), but these could not cover the immense amount of material accumulated. The present book is the first all-round enterprize in this new sector and at the same time it demonstrates with its size and broad scientific coverage the birth of a new science, that of the D-amino acids.

The book is composed of 629 pages, 68 Chapters divided in 6 Sections and contains a useful Subject Index.

Section 1 is contains only one Chapter, the brilliant essay of Kenji Soda of Kansai University (Japan), an Author who made several important discoveries in the last decades on the field of D-amino acid enzymology.

Section 2 (16 Chapters) is dedicated analytical methods. These are mainly chromatographic techniques but Chapters on derivatization or on enzymatic analysis are also present. Continuous development in analytical techniques made possible the fast development in D-amino acid biochemistry, thus for scientists who wish to start new research in this promising field this Section is of utmost importance. Detailed description of frontier techniques will facilitate the efforts of these scientists. Section 2 contains also „hot” topics, as the reports on N-methyl-D-aspartate and-D-glutamate (NMDA, NMDG) analysis.

Section 3 (16 Chapters) describes the results on free D-amino acids in animal tissues and on their physiological role. This field is in fast evolution and brought highly interesting results in the past few years. The reports in this Section represent the most challenging aspect of D-amino acids: the formerly unsuspected, well-defined biological roles of these agents.

Section 4 (4 Chapters) discusses a very practical point of D-amino acid biochemistry: the determination of these compounds in foods and the nutritional aspects, which are of particular importance in all foodstuffs, (entirely or partially) obtained by fermentation methods. The necessity of D-amino acid analysis in foods was one of the most
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important driving forces of the development of suitable sensitive and specific analytical techniques, which then found applications in related basic research.

Section 5 (10 Chapters) deals with those D-amino acids in living organisms which are bound into proteins. This Section covers several highly important topics, ranging from medical problems of eye aging to (suspected) connections with Alzheimer’s disease. These studies led also to some fundamental discoveries of general significance, as for example the role of chiral spaces generated by all-L-protein chains in the biosynthesis of D-amino acids.

Section 6 (21 Chapters) is dedicated to enzymes involved in the biosynthesis and metabolism of D-amino acids. The results reported in this section are of fundamental importance for in vitro studies (and also for preparative work) with D-amino acids as well as bear importance for basic and applied enzymology. The presence or absence of such enzymes in living organisms can provide a new and independent source of information about taxonomic relationships and other fundamental problems of biological evolution. On the other hand, these results are and can be in the future starting points of new biotechnological syntheses.

Summarizing the opinion of the Reviewers: the book is of landmark importance in biochemistry, announcing the birth of a new discipline as well as of great practical utility for those scientists who are active in, or who intend to start with D-amino acid research.

A book review must not overlook some aspects which can be criticized. First of all, an index of all (many) Authors together with their detailed postal addresses could have been useful, at the present stage only one Author per Chapter could be addressed personally and also these only by e-mail. One should note, that some typing errors survived, e.g. ref. 20 on p. 605 (the title of the book cited is lacking). A Chapter on D-amino acid containing opioid peptides could have been added to complete the picture. These are, however, remarks of minor significance, what really important is that a group of scientists (the Editors and the Authors) made a (first) systematic attempt to gather all available information about a new and important field of biochemistry.
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